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ABSTRACT 
Let E, F be two Banach lattices with E order continuous. If F can be mapped positively onto E then 
the dual F* contains a weak*-null sequence of positive and norm-one lements (Theorem 1). This is a 
Banach-lattice v rsion of the classical Josefson-Nissenzweig theorem. It is an immediate consequence 
of the dual characterization f order continuity: E is order continuous iff E is Dedekind complete and 
every norm-one and pairwise disjoint sequence in E* is weak*-null (Theorem 2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, Y and E, F denote infinite dimensional Banach spaces and real Banach 
lattices, respectively, and let L(X, Y) and K(X, Y) denote the Banach spaces of 
continuous and compact operators X --+ Y, respectively. We assume that the reader 
is familiar with rudiments of the theory of Banach lattices [1,9,13]. 
In 1975 N. Josefson [5] and A. Nissenzweig [10] published independently he by 
now classical result hat the dual of an arbitrary Banach space contains anormalized 
and weak*-null sequence, what can be also interpreted, by [12, Corollary 17.7], as 
follows: 
(JN) For every Banach space X the inclusion K(X, co) C L(X, co) is proper. 
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One should note that the proofs of (JN), given both in [5,10] and in [2], are 
purely existential in nature: they do not show the way of obtaining the weak*-null 
sequences in question. The main purpose of this note is to indicate a large class of 
Banach spaces where the above problem does not exist. 
In this paper we study a property similar to (JN) for the category of Banach 
lattices. Since in this class a key role is played by positivity, our main goal is to find 
its nontrivial subclass where the duals of its members contain constructable weak*- 
null sequences of positive and norm-one lements. This is presented in Theorems 1
and 2 below. However, the example E = C(S), for S compact Hausdorff, shows the 
required property does not hold for every Banach lattice (here the norms of positive 
functionals are attained on the constant-one function on S). 
Let us recall (see [1,9]) that a linear operator T between two Banach lattices E, F 
is regular if it is the difference of two positive operators (hence, continuous [1, 
Theorem 12.3]), and that he set Lr (E, F) of all such T's becomes aBanach lattice, 
endowed with the norm IlTllr := II IT[ H, provided that F is Dedekind complete (in 
this case the modulus IT[ does exist [ 1, Theorem 1.13]). The subspace of Lr (E, F) 
generated by the cone of its positive compact elements is denoted by Kr(E, F). 
Since K(C(S), co) = Kr(C(S), co) (see [1, Theorem 16.7]), from the above example 
and (JN) we thus obtain 
(1) K(C(S), co) = Kr (C(S), co) = Lr (C(S), co) ~£ L(C(S), co). 
The norm 11 II of E (or, E itself) is said to be order continuous if every downward 
directed net (x,~) with infx~ = 0 norm converges to 0, and a nonempty subset A of E 
is order bounded if a < b for all a E A and some b E E. A classical (and useful for 
our purposes) characterization f order continuity is due to Fremlin, Lozanovskii, 
Mekler and Meyer-Nieberg [1, Theorems 12.13, 14.9], and is given in the lemma 
below. 
Lemma 1. A Banach lattice E is order continuous if and only if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) E is Dedekind complete and contains no (lattice) copy of g~. 
(ii) Every order bounded and pairwise disjoint sequence in E is norm convergent 
toO. 
Hence C(S)-spaces do not possess order continuous norms, and many examples 
of Banach lattices with order continuous norms can be find within classical function 
spaces (see [13, pp. 45-46, 60-61; 3, Theorem 1.90; 6, Theorems 1.3 and 3.2; 
Proposition 2.1]; cf. Example below). 
An order ideal B in E, in which the conditions (x~) c B and 0 _< x~ 1" x imply 
x E B, is referred to as a band. The symbol A d denotes the band in E of all elements 
disjoint from all the members of a nonempty set A C E; and we write x d instead 
of {x} a. Every band B is of the form B = A dd (see [1, Theorem 3.5]), whence 
B 71 B d = {0}. If E is Dedekind complete then every band B in E is the range of 
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a projection P (called an order projection) with 0 _< Px <_ x for all positive x ~ E, 
and B d is the range of pc := I - P, where I is the identity operator on E [1, 
Theorems 3.8, 3.10, 3.11 ]. In this case E has the topological decomposition 
(2) E = P(E) ~ pC(E) = B ~ B d. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
A Banach-lattice ounterpart of the Josefson-Nissenzweig result (and of inclusion 
(JN)) reads as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let E, F be two Banach lattices with E order continuous. I f  F can 
be mapped positively onto E then its dual F* contains a weak*-null sequence (x*) 
of positive and norm-one lements; equivalently, 
Kr( F, co) 7 ~ Lr( F, co). 
(We recall that positive operators between Banach lattices are continuous; see 
Section 1.) 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows immediately from a dual characterization f 
order continuity given in Theorem 2 below. The characterization complements 
the Fremlin and Meyer-Nieberg condition (ii) of Lemma 1 in terms of disjoint 
sequences, and extends a list of equivalences collected in the monograph [ 13] (plus 
[4]). 
Theorem 2. A Banach lattice E is order continuous if and only if E is Dedela'nd 
complete and every sequence of pairwise disjoint and norm-one lements of E* is 
weak* -null. 
Proof. Part "only if". Let E be order continuous. By Lemma 1, E is Dedekind 
complete. Let (x*) be a sequence of norm-one and pairwise disjoint elements of E*. 
Notice first that every x,* is order continuous, i.e., the condition x~ $ 0 implies 
Ix* I (xa) ~ 0, for all n 's. Let C (x*) denote the carrier of x*: C (Xn*) = N(x*n) d, where 
N(xS) := {x e E:lx*~L(Ixl) = 0} is the absolute kernel of x*, and let Pn denote 
the order projection from E onto C(x~). Since N(x* n) is a band in E and E is 
Dedekind complete, the projection pc maps E onto N(x*) (see (2)). Consequently, 
* c Ix, I(P,~x) -- 0 for all n's and every 0 _< x ~ E, and so 
Ix l(x =lx l(PnX) 
for all n and x as above. 
By [1, Theorem 5.2], the bands C(x*), n = 1, 2 . . . .  , are pairwise disjoint, 
whence the corresponding projections Pn, n = 1, 2 . . . . .  are pairwise disjoint too 
[1, Theorem 3.11]. It follows (see, e.g., [1, Exercise 8, p. 41]) that for every positive 
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x 6 E the sequence (Pnx) is pairwise disjoint; and it is also order bounded because 
0 <_ Pnx < x for all n's. By Lemma 1 we thus obtain 
(4) for  every x ~ E the sequence ( Pnx) is norm convergent to O. 
Since Ix* (x)l < [Xn*I(Ix I) for all x 6 E and n = 1, 2 . . . .  (see [1, Eq. (3), p. 55]), from 
(3) and (4) we obtain that the sequence (Xn*) is weak*-null, as claimed. 
Part "if". Let E be Dedekind complete, and let every pairwise disjoint and 
normalized sequence in E* be weak*-null. Assume, contrary to our statement, that 
E is not order continuous. We shall show this leads us to a contradiction. Since E is 
Dedekind complete, by Lemma 1 there is a lattice-topological operator T : ~ -+ E. 
Put gn = Ten, n = 1, 2 . . . .  , where en denotes the nth unit vector ofe~, and let G be 
the closure of the linear span of the sequence (gn). Evidently, the sequence forms a 
Schauder basis of G equivalent to the basis (en) of co. Further, let gt n denote the nth 
biorthogonal functional associated to the basis, and let Pn be the order projection 
from E onto the band de Since the elements of the sequence (gn) are pairwise gn • 
disjoint, 
(5) the projections Pn, n = 1, 2 . . . . .  are pairwise disjoint 
too (see [1, Theorems 3.11, 3.13, and p. 36]). Now let g~# be a Hahn-Banach and 
positive xtension ofg '  n from G to E (see, e.g., [1, Theorem 2.3]). We put 
# 
(6) g~:=gnPn, n=l ,2  . . . . .  
Since Pn > 0 and IIen II = 1 for all n's, every g~* is a Hahn-Banach and positive 
extension of g'n to the whole Banach lattice E as well. Moreover, by (5), (6) 
and the formula defining the infimum of two positive functionals on E (see [1, 
p. 55]), the sequence (gn*) consists of pairwise disjoint elements. We also have 
0 < infn_>l I gn*l] -< SUpn_>I Ilgn*ll < oe, whence, by our hypothesis, the sequence 
(g*/llg*[I), and therefore (gn*) too, is weak*-null. It follows that the operator 
P : E --+ E of the form 
oo 
Px = ~_~ g* (x)gn 
n=l  
is a continuous projection onto G. Thus, the operator Q := T -I PT  is a continuous 
projection from ~ onto co, a contradiction. Finally, our conjecture that, under the 
above hypotheses, E is not order continuous has appeared to be false. [] 
The next result applies to some Banach function spaces that do not possess order 
continuous norms (see Example below), and it covers most of the known examples 
of real function spaces [13]. Notice that a Banach lattice F contains a lattice copy 
of el iff it contains a complemented copy of gl, and that F contains a copy of co 
iff it contains a lattice copy of co iff F is not weakly sequentially complete ([1], 
Theorems 14.21 and 14.12, respectively). 
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To shorten the text we write F E (JN) + (or, we say that F has the positive 
Josefson-Nissenzweig property) whenever the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds 
for F. 
Theorem 3. Let F be an arbitrary Banach lattice. 
(a) I f  F contains a lattice copy of £1, or if F* does not contain a lattice copy of £1, 
then F ~ (JN) +. 
(b) I f  F contains a (lattice) copy of co, then F* ~ (JN) +. 
Proof. (a) Every lattice copy of £1 in a Banach lattice is the range of a positive 
contractive projection [9, Proposition 2.3.11; cf. Corollary 3.2.7]; now we apply 
Theorem 1. In the second case we observe that every sequence ofpairwise disjoint 
and norm-one lements of E* is weak*-null. 
(b) Since co is embeddable into E**, E* contains a lattice copy of £1 (see [1, 
Theorem 14.21]). Now we apply part (a). [] 
Example. Let ~0 be an Orlicz function, and let L¢(#) denote the real Orlicz space 
defined over a a-finite measure space (f2, E, #) and endowed with the Luxemburg 
norm. Then L¢(#) is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice, and its norm is order 
continuous (i.e., L~o(#) does not contain lattice copies of £~) iff ~0 fulfills the 
so-called A2-condition, ~o ~ A2 for short [16, Theorems 133.3 and 133.4; 8, 
Proposition 4.a.4]). From Theorem 3we now obtain that L¢(#) ~ (JN) + iff~p E Aa, 
but if ~p ~ A2 then L~o(/z)* E (JN) +. Moreover, if the measure space is atomless 
with/z(f2) -- ~ then for the Orlicz function ~, defined as ap(t) -- t on [0, 1] and 
ap (t) = e t- 1 for t _> 1, the space L g, (#) contains lattice copies of both £~ and £1 (see 
[15, Example 1 and Remark 1]). Thus, the norm on Lg,(/z) is not order continuous 
but, by part (a) of Theorem 3, the space has the positive Josefson-Nissenzweig 
property. 
Yet another application of Theorem 1 deals with quotient mappings of C(S)- 
spaces. It is known (see, e.g., [7,11]; cf. [14, Lemma 1]) that every C(S) has £2 or 
co as a quotient. From (1) and Theorem 1 it now follows that 
Corollar~ I fT  maps C(S)ontocoor£2, den neither T ~positive nori~ modulus 
IT[ ~ onto. 
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